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hand, there are errors which manifest into observable output
corruption. It is therefore crucial that developers understand
the dependability and reliability characteristics and limitations
of their models before deployment in the field.
Developers are currently lacking the tools to study the impact
of perturbations on DNNs. In order to detect and mitigate
hardware errors which can propagate and affect DNN outcomes
or malicious adversarial perturbations in the network, researchers
and developers alike need accurate tools for assessing DNN reliability in the face of different error types. Such tools must be easyto-use (for widespread adoption by researchers and developers),
extensible (to keep up with the fast moving field of deep learning,
while also allowing for the study of different perturbation models),
and fast (since DNNs can become very large and there are many
possible places within a network for an error to manifest).
In this paper, we introduce PyTorchFI, a runtime perturbation
tool for DNNs developed in the popular PyTorch [31] framework.
PyTorchFI allows users to perform neural network perturbations
in weights and/or neurons in convolutional operations of
I. I NTRODUCTION
DNNs during execution. Therefore, it enables the study of
With the recent advances in machine learning (ML) alongside the manifestation and propagation of different perturbations at
enabling hardware (such as GPUs [22] and custom ML the application level. PyTorchFI is designed to be programmerprocessors [7], [14]), deep neural networks (DNNs) have quickly friendly and easy-to-use: it minimizes the programmer overhead
become a dominant player in the application space. Today, by streamlining the installation process through the pip package
DNNs are heavily used across many application domains and manager, and provides a simple and intuitive implementation
hardware platforms, ranging from entertainment devices such for performing perturbations at runtime. In addition, PyTorchFI
as personal phones, to stringently safety-critical systems such is extremely fast with negligible runtime overhead due to its
native implementation. Further, PyTorchFI is very versatile: by
as perception software in self-driving vehicles.
With the ubiquitous utilization of DNNs across many domains, abstracting the notion of an “error” to that of a “perturbation” and
it is crucial that DNNs operate reliably in the face of errors. designing for the latter, we believe a tool such as PyTorchFI can
There is mounting evidence that even tiny perturbations, such have many additional research applications beyond just reliability.
This paper focuses on presenting and discussing the technical
as transient cosmic ray particle strikes causing a bit flip (called
soft errors), can cause a DNN to output an incorrect result underpinnings and design decisions of PyTorchFI, which are key
at the software level [8], [19], [23], [37]. Additionally, recent to making it an easy-to-use, extensible, fast, and versatile tool.
work in adversarial machine learning has shown that malicious Additionally, we showcase multiple use cases for PyTorchFI,
perturbations in the input (and more advanced attacks such as including (1) reliability analysis of convolutional neural networks
rowhammer within a network), can alter a DNNs execution [2], (CNNs), (2) reliability analysis of object detection networks, (3)
[3], [12], [27]–[30], [32], [42]. On one hand, most of the time resiliency analysis of models designed to be robust to adversarial
an error has a negligible impact on the computation because it attacks, (4) training error-resilient models, and (5) an early
either gets masked out entirely (e.g., due to activation functions exploration of using PyTorchFI for the interpretability of DNNs.
In summary, the primary contributions of this paper are:
such as ReLU layers) or does not cause the DNN’s decision
to cross a decision boundary (a misclassification). On the other
• A programmer-friendly and easy-to-use perturbation tool
implemented in the PyTorch framework.
This material is based upon work supported in part by the Applications
• An extensible perturbation tool, allowing researchers to imDriving Architectures (ADA) Research Center, a JUMP Center co-sponsored by
plement their own perturbation models or select one from a
SRC and DARPA. A portion of this work was performed while Abdulrahman
Mahmoud interned at NVIDIA.
library of provided models. Further, it is tightly incorporated
Abstract—PyTorchFI is a runtime perturbation tool for deep
neural networks (DNNs), implemented for the popular PyTorch
deep learning platform. PyTorchFI enables users to perform
perturbations on weights or neurons of DNNs at runtime. It is
designed with the programmer in mind, providing a simple and
easy-to-use API, requiring as little as three lines of code for use.
It also provides an extensible interface, enabling researchers to
choose from various perturbation models (or design their own
custom models), which allows for the study of hardware error
(or general perturbation) propagation to the software layer of
the DNN output. Additionally, PyTorchFI is extremely versatile:
we demonstrate how it can be applied to five different use cases
for dependability and reliability research, including resiliency
analysis of classification networks, resiliency analysis of object
detection networks, analysis of models robust to adversarial
attacks, training resilient models, and for DNN interpertability.
This paper discusses the technical underpinnings and design
decisions of PyTorchFI which make it an easy-to-use, extensible,
fast, and versatile research tool. PyTorchFI is open-sourced and
available for download via pip or github at:
https://github.com/pytorchfi

within the PyTorch framework, allowing for future extensions to keep up with the fast moving field of deep learning.
• A fast and light-weight perturbation instrumentation,
running at the speed of silicon and tested on both CPUs
and GPUs.
• An exploration of PyTorchFI’s versatility as a research
tool, by studying five different use cases in the areas of
reliability, security, and interpertability.
PyTorchFI is publicly available at https://github.com/pytorchfi
and is also downloadable via Python’s pip package installer.
II. BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK
A. CNN Background
A convolutional neural network (CNN) is a class of
deep neural networks (DNNs) used for tasks such as image
recognition and object detection. Figure 1 shows a general
overview of a CNN performing inference (or forward-pass),
an execution of a CNN to determine the class of an input
image. A CNN is composed of many convolutional layers,
which convolve the pre-trained weights/filters on input feature
maps (or input fmaps) to produce output fmaps. A non-linear
activation function is typically applied element-wise to the
output fmaps and is considered part of the layer. Output fmaps
of one layer form the input fmaps to the next layer.
Operations such as pooling and batch-normalization can also
be applied after convolutional layers. These layers are connected
using a human-selected topology to form a network. Simple
DNN architectures consist of a series of convolutional layers
(with pooling/batch-normalization layers in between) followed by
some fully-connected layers. The final layer in the classification
model is typically a softmax layer, which provides a probability
distribution for each possible class the network is trained to
predict. The class with the highest probability (the Top-1 class) is
the chosen prediction of the network during an inference. During
training, these outputs are used to compute a loss between the
expected and inferred output. That loss is then backpropagated
through the network by a training algorithm, such as Stochastic
Gradient Descent (SGD). Updates are computed during backpropagation to minimize the loss. It is common practice to compute
and average updates across batches of inputs simultaneously.
The most fundamental computational unit in a CNN is a
neuron (also commonly referred to as an activation value). A
neuron is the result of a dot product between a filter of weights
and an equal sized portion of the input. An output fmap is
a plane of many neurons, and is obtained by performing a
convolution operation over an input fmap.
B. Related Work
DNN dependability research that addresses hardware
resilience, robust model training, security, and interpretability of
models has largely been performed using custom techniques and
tools [13], [23]. All these research areas require modifying state
(by injecting random error or noise, or calculated perturbations)
during DNN execution to evaluate and develop new techniques.
This paper presents a tool, PyTorchFI, that enables easy
customization to the target study (increasing productivity) and
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Fig. 1: A CNN inference example [7].

runs on state-of-the-art silicon (fast), making it a desirable tool
for different dependability research studies.
Two related error injection tools that offer similar capabilities
are Ares [35] and TensorFI [9], designed to operate within the
Keras [10] and TensorFlow [1] frameworks, respectively. These
two tools allow modifying the state of the layers in DNNs as
they are executing. However, Ares requires changes to the Keras
inference computation to introduce dynamic perturbation, which
is required for most dependable research studies. TensorFI
requires the users to update a configuration file in addition to
making modifications to the TensorFlow program. While Keras
and TensorFlow are commonly used deep learning frameworks,
PyTorch has emerged as a popular framework for DNN research
for its ease-of-use [16] and its use of dynamic graphs for DNN
computations, which is extremely powerful for understanding
and debugging DNN models.
Apart from filling the gap for the PyTorch framework, we
addressed the limitations of the prior tools and offer a tool that
is fast and easy-to-use. Specifically, we address the issue of
portability and longevity of the tool by implementing PyTorchFI
in Python 3 rather than Python 2 [9] (Python 2 is no longer
support as of January 1, 2020 [33]); we support injecting errors
during both inference and training (we present a use case in
Section IV-D); and we minimize the programmer overhead via
a simplistic API which does not require model modifications.
Additionally, PyTorchFI is still extremely fast as it operates
at roughly the same native speed of PyTorch on silicon.
III. P Y T ORCH FI: T OOL D ESCRIPTION
At a system level, PyTorchFI is a lightweight tool built on
top of PyTorch [31] which enables perturbations on weights and
neurons of DNN models for perturbation analysis with use cases
including hardware resiliency, adversarial attacks, robust DNN design, and intepretability. This section explains the design choices
and implementation details which make PyTorchFI an easy-touse, extensible, fast, and versatile tool for error perturbations
in DNNs. An overview of PyTorchFI is illustrated in Figure 2.
A. Design Choices
Dynamic perturbations for neurons can be implemented in several ways within the PyTorch framework. The simplest implementation is to append an intermediate layer after every convolutional
layer, and apply a transformation layer to perturb output values
before proceeding to the next layer in the network. Studying the
effects of different perturbation models using this method would
require major alterations to the network configuration. For deep

Fig. 2: PytorchFI is a lightweight tool built on top of PyTorch [31] that enables
error perturbations for research into different domains of deep learning. Perturbations in weights are performed offline by modifying the weight tensor, while
neuron perturbations are implemented using hooks on convolution operations.

PyTorchFI easily accessible, and requires no compilation
or configuration scripts. Importing the tool is as easy as
using import in the beginning of the code.
2) Initialization: Initializing PyTorchFI takes the model for
which perturbations will be performed. Other arguments
include input image height and width, and optional
parameters such as batch size, model data type (e.g., FP32 or
FP16), and whether to run on the CPU or GPU. PyTorchFI
then performs a single, dummy inference to profile the model
and gathers all the hyperparameters of the network, such as
the number of layers, filter sizes, and feature map sizes. This
information is used for ensuring that perturbations are legal,
and to provide detailed debugging messages to the end user.
3) Perturbation: The third step involves selecting a
perturbation model and a perturbation location. We provide a
default set of perturbation models for the user to select from,
such as a random value, a single bit flip, or zero value. The
user can also easily implement their own perturbation model.
Along with the perturbation model, the user needs to specify
the location of the weight/neuron that will be perturbed.
This can be a single location (specified by the layer, feature
map, and neuron’s coordinate position in the tensor) or
multiple locations to incur multiple perturbations across
the network. The user can also specify whether to have
the same perturbation across all elements in a batch, or a
different perturbation per element.
The actual perturbation occurs during runtime by taking in the
location of the erroneous neuron/weight and appending it to a
list of positions in the tensor to change. Then, on every layer, the
forward hook will iterate through all of the locations and corrupt
the corresponding value based on the selected perturbation model.

networks with many layers, or networks with custom layers
in-between convolutions, making the modifications to the model
for this approach will require non-trivial effort for the user.
Another option is to modify the PyTorch source code to
intercept the computation of the neuron to perturb it. This
method suffers from a lack of portability because it may require
separate implementations for convolutions on CPU, GPU, and
other backends. It would require patching scripts and developer
maintenance for future versions of PyTorch.
Rather than modifying the network topology or the PyTorch
source code, we utilize PyTorch’s hook functionality to perturb
neuron values during the forward pass of a computational model.
By leveraging the hook API to instrument error, PyTorchFI
avoids altering any source code of PyTorch while also enabling
compatibility with future PyTorch versions. Furthermore, it
allows the perturbation to run at the native speed of PyTorch, C. Evaluation
with minimal introduced overheads (overheads depend only
PyTorchFI has been tested on PyTorch versions 1.0 through
on the code introduced for perturbation – the instrumentation 1.4 (latest at the time of submission). We expect long term
methodology introduces nearly no runtime overhead).
support for PyTorchFI, as hooks are becoming first class
objects in the PyTorch environment: they have been explicitly
B. Implementation
mentioned in every PyTorch release [34] and are widely used
Identifying hooks as the best candidate for instrumenting within the PyTorch ecosystem.
neuron perturbations is an important step to ensure that
PyTorchFI’s implementation has extremely low overhead
PyTorchFI is fast, extendable, and easy to integrate with existing since there is only a single check on every layer. If there are no
implementations. For weights, we further optimize PyTorchFI perturbations defined, then there is no overhead. It also scales
by providing wrapper functions that directly modify the weight very well, since the same hook can be used to inject single
tensor before an inference, effectively perturbing weights offline or multiple error within the same operation.
and away from the critical path (Figure 2). This optimization
To evaluate the runtime overhead introduced by PyTorchFI, we
translates to no runtime overhead for weight perturbations.
measured the runtimes of pretrained DNNs with and without perPyTorchFI was designed from the ground up for minimal turbations introduced by PyTorchFI. We ran our experiments on
programming overhead for the programmer. As a result, a two hardware platforms – for CPU, we used an AMD EPYC 7401
researcher can begin using PyTorchFI by following just three processor with 1 TB of RAM and for GPU we ran on an NVIDIA
steps: (1) importing PyTorchFI, (2) initializing their model, and Titan Xp with 12 GB of RAM. We used the default perturbation
(3) performing a perturbation with a custom or provided default model provided by PyTorchFI (a uniform, random value between
error model. The following are the steps to install and use the tool. [-1,1]) on a random neuron location for random input images.
1) Installing and importing PyTorchFI: PyTorchFI has We averaged the runtime across 1000 trials for each network.
been published to the pip package manager of Python,
Figure 3 shows the runtime results. We see that all inferences
an extremely popular method for managing libraries (with and without PyTorchFI) typically take less than 0.2
such as numpy and scikit-tools. This makes seconds for both CPUs and GPUs. As GPUs are known to offer
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higher throughput for deep learning workloads compared to
CPUs, the GPU runtimes we observed were a lot faster. More
importantly, what we find is that the runtime with perturbations
differs by less than 10 millisecond in wall-clock time across both
platforms, all models, and datasets. Further, we also performed a
study of PyTorchFI using inference batching (a common practice
for some DNN inference applications). We swept the batch size
from 1 to 512. We observed the same trend: the wall clock time
overall went up (as batching takes longer to run than for a single
inference), while the runtimes with and without PyTorchFI
were comparable and within the error margins, indicating an
amortized cost per model for instrumenting perturbations. Thus,
PyTorchFI is extremely fast, effectively operating on the native
speed of the underlying hardware platform.
D. Limitations
PyTorchFI operates at the application level of DNNs, which is
useful for modeling high level perturbations and understanding
their effect at the system level. Lower level perturbation models,
such as register-level faults, cannot be captured at this level.
However, we can still use PyTorchFI to model lower level faults
by mapping them to either single- or multiple- bit flips (in single
or multiple neurons). Recent studies have shown that high level
models can be used to study the effect of errors at the system
level [6], [25]. At the same time, higher level models can
run 4-6 orders of magnitude faster [15] compared to low-level
implementations [5]. We show that PytorchFI runs at the native
speed of silicon, as it requires no code instrumentation for error
modeling. This enables a faster exploration of the large state
space which is crucial for understanding real-life aspects of
errors in safety-critical applications.
IV. P Y T ORCH FI U SE C ASES
We demonstrate PyTorchFI’s versatility as a research tool
by showcasing five different use cases: 1) resiliency analysis of
a classification task, 2) resiliency analysis of an object detection
task, 3) resilience analysis of models robust to adversarial attacks,
4) training error-resilient models, and 5) DNN interpretability.
While these are not the only uses of PyTorchFI, we show these
to illustrate the importance and generality of the tool. Our goal
is to demonstrate the uses of the tool and not to fully address
challenges in each of the areas covered by the use-cases.
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Fig. 3: Average runtime for 19 networks across three datasets, with and without PyTorchFI (PFI), for a single neuron injection with batch size = 1. PyTorchFI
effectively runs at the same native speed on both CPU and GPU with negligible overhead.
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Fig. 4: Top-1 Misclassification probability for different quantized networks
trained on ImageNet [11], using a single-bit flip error model of neurons.

A. Resiliency Analysis of DNNs used for Classification
DNNs are trained and optimized for accuracy, size, and
speed, but not typically for resiliency against errors. We
employed PyTorchFI to study the reliability of several popular
networks. We performed large error perturbation campaigns
across six networks with INT8 neuron-quantization [38] for
the ImageNet [11] dataset. In each inference run, we inject a
single-bit flip in a randomly selected neuron in the DNN to
emulate a computational hardware error that may occur during
inference. We only select images that are correctly classified
by the model without perturbations. After conducting an error
injection campaign for a model, we measure the total number of
output corruptions observed, defined as a Top-1 misclassification
due to the perturbation. We performed more than 107 million
error injection experiments in total, which provides us 99%
confidence interval error bars of < 0.2% for each network.
Figure 4 summarizes the results. All the networks display
output corruptions and are not 100% reliable – overall, a little
less than 1% of all errors manifested as Top-1 misclassifications.
Results show that some networks are more resilient than other.
For example, although AlexNet has a much lower classification
accuracy than ShuffleNet (and is also a much smaller network in
terms of size), both display a similar susceptibility to producing
output corruptions due to single-bit flips. This suggests that
network topology plays a role in resiliency of networks, also
noted by prior work [23] done in the context of an accelerator.
While we demonstrate that some networks are more resilient
than the others, several other resilience studies can be performed
using PyTorchFI. Some examples are (1) evaluating resilience
of a model at coarser granularity (via layer or feature map level
error injections) to gain insights into why some models are more
resilient than others, and use the results for low-cost selective
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protection, (2) studying the effect of quantization on resilience,
and (3) studying network vulnerability based on different output
corruption criteria (e.g., top-1 misclassification vs. Top-1 not in
Top-5 vs. significant confidence change between Top-3). Performing these studies using PyTorchFI can provide significant insights
into DNN resilience and are interesting future research directions.
B. Resiliency Analysis of CNNs used for Object Detection
We used PyTorchFI to study resilience of object detection
networks, exploring another class of DNNs widely used
in autonomous vehicle systems. Object detection is more
complex than image classification: it combines both the object
localization and classification problems. Thus, the definition
of an output corruption in this context changes dramatically
from the Top-1 misclassification for a classification network.
Using PyTorchFI, we perturb multiple neuron values (one neuron perturbation per layer, each with a uniformly chosen random
FP32 value) and study the effect on the inference output. Figure 5
illustrates the observed differences. Figure 5a depicts a correct
inference with the YOLOv3 network [36] on an image from the
COCO dataset [24]. In this image, the network identifies two
objects (a car and a truck) by placing a border around each object
and classifies each of the detected objects. Figure 5b shows that
the perturbed network can behave irrationally, identifying many
phantom objects each of which are classified seemingly arbitrarily.
This example illustrates that PyTorchFI can be used to perform
perturbations on DNN tasks beyond classification networks and
with a different error model than the one used in Section IV-A.
More importantly, it illustrates that perturbations can cause
egregious outputs which must be studied for building resilient
object detection networks for many safety-critical applications.
Using PyTorchFI, researchers can study the effect of
perturbations across different error models on emerging DNN
tasks. As nearly all the perception tasks in autonomous system
are being performed by DNNs, it is important to have a versatile
tool which can be used to perform detailed resiliency studies
(including the ones described at the end of the previous section).
C. Resilience Analysis of Models Robust to Adversarial Attacks
In a traditional adversarial attack setting for classification
networks, small perturbations in the input layer of a DNN
typically propagate through subsequent layers and eventually
lead to an incorrect classification [4]. Some of the defense
strategies developed to protect a DNN from adversarial attacks
aim at limiting the propagation of the perturbation from one
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Fig. 6: Relative vulnerability (compared to a baseline model without IBP)
of the first two layers of AlexNet when trained with different IBP parameters.

layer to the last one. To that end, PyTorchFI can be used to
validate that protection against adversarial attacks should make
a network inherently more resilient.
We consider the case of AlexNet on CIFAR-10 [21], and train
a version of AlexNet through the Interval Bound Propagation
(IBP) approach [13]. For a perturbation with a maximum
L∞ =  norm in input, IBP computes the corresponding
minimum and maximum probability of each class in output.
Training isX
performed by minimizing the cost function
J=
(1−α)log(pwin )+αlog(pwin −δpwin ()), (1)
P
where P
log(pwin ) is the traditional cross-entropy loss function,
whereas log(pwin −δpwin ()) is the worst-case cross entropy,
computed when the DNN is under attack and the magnitude
of the attack is . For training, we follow the procedure for
AlexNet in [43], but minimize the cost function in Equation 1.
To guarantee stable convergence, we use curriculum learning as
described in [13], and we scale linearly both α and  from 0 to
their respective maximum values from iteration 41 to iteration
123. We consider different values of α = {0.025,0.1,0.25} and
 = {0.125,0.25,0.5,2.0} as these two parameters affect the
robustness of the trained DNN in a different way: increasing 
leads to networks that are resistant to large input perturbations,
while increasing α gives more importance to the worst case
entropy, potentially penalizing the accuracy on clean data.
We used PyTorchFI to analyze the effect of IBP on the
resiliency of the network, using the methodology similar to the
one used in Section IV-A. The results showed improvement in
the total resilience after training with IBP. While performing the
per-layer vulnerability analysis, we discovered that the first two
layers of AlexNet developed higher resilience compared to the
rest of the layers. Figure 6 summarizes this key finding. This
figure shows the vulnerability of the first two layers (defined
using Top1-misclassifications) relative to a baseline AlexNet
that is not trained with IBP. The analysis with PyTorchFI shows
that the IBP is capable of improving resilience by up to 4×: this
is a positive side-effect of adversarial training that, on the other
hand, decreases the accuracy on clean data by approximately
3%. Our results also show that not all models trained to be
robust to adversarial attacks are equally resilient. PyTorchFI
enables us to investigate the reason for such differences and
eventually develop a method that is robust to adversarial attacks
and also highly resilient to hardware errors.
D. Training for Inherently Error-Resilient Models
Most use cases presented so far assume a trained model,
which is then vetted using PyTorchFI for robustness to errors.

TABLE I: Training ResNet18 with and without PyTorchFI for resiliency.
Training time
Test accuracy
Post-training output misclassifications
(out of 24 million)

Baseline
2h 8m 33s
95.50%

PyTorchFI
2h 8m 57s
95.34%

10,543

7,701

A different approach towards DNN resiliency is to attempt to
(a) No perturbation
(b) Low sensitivity
(c) High sensitivity
build reliability inherently into the network while training.
We propose a training procedure where we inject errors Fig. 7: Visualization of error injections in DenseNet using Grad-CAM [39].
a) shows the original visualization with no perturbation, b) perturbation in the
during training using PyTorchFI to increase the robustness least sensitive feature map, c) perturbation in the most sensitive feature map.
of the network to errors once deployed. Injecting errors/noise
during training can reduce the converged accuracy of the model E. Interpretability
and increase the training time. Models trained to be robust to
One important research question which can provide insight into
traditional adversarial attacks commonly observe such a behavior. the reliability and dependability of neural networks is to interpret
In contrast, our initial experiments show that some resilience can how a DNN works. While prior research has looked into DNN
be built into the models via an injection-based training method interpretability [26], [40], [41], the field is still evolving and statewith nearly no change in the model accuracy and training time. of-the-art techniques cannot fully explain the predictions made by
Training, as described in section II-A, consists of many the models. We propose a technique which can work alongside
forward and back-propagation passes. PyTorchFI can be used the state-of-the-art techniques to assist in DNN interpretability.
One popular technique for visualizing the important input
to inject errors during forward passes during training, where
the error model selection can be part of the training protocol. pixels which contributed to a DNN inference is GuidedIncorporating PyTorchFI into training requires minimal GradCAM [39], [44]. Guided-GradCAM performs backpropmodifications — three additional lines of code as described agations starting at different layers to generate gradients for
in Section III-B. We integrate one of the built in error models the input, which are then aggregated and visualized based on
for training, namely, a random neuron per layer is changed to magnitude. We perform error injections using PyTorchFI in
a uniformly random value between [-1, 1] during the forward the forward pass of GradCam on specific feature maps, to
pass. Evaluations are presented on ResNet18 [17] trained on highlight the effect of a neuron firing and the affect that a specific
CIFAR10 [20]. Two models are trained for comparison: a feature has on classification. Figure 7a shows the superimposed
baseline without PyTorchFI, and one with it. Both models heatmap generated by the Guided-GradCam technique on a
are trained from the same initialization conditions for a clean correct inference using DenseNet [18]. Figure 7b shows the effect
of injecting an egregiously large value of 10,000 in a feature map
comparison, and no other hyper-parameters are varied.
which has little impact on the classification as defined by the
Table I summarizes some of the key elements between the
gradient values of the feature map. As shown, although the neuron
two models, which were trained on an Nvidia Titan V. We
value in this feature map is extreme, the visualization technique
find that training with PyTorchFI has a negligible impact on
shows little difference in the output; this is also corroborated in
training time, where both models completed the same number of
the softmax where the Top-1 class does not change. On the other
iterations on the dataset in the same amount of time. Importantly,
hand, perturbing a neuron of a “highly vulnerable” feature map
integrating PyTorchFI into training does not adversely affect
skews the heatmap as portrayed in Figure 7c. Thus, an errorconvergence. We find that training with PyTorchFI reduces the
injection technique can be tuned to shed insight into the mapping
accuracy of the final model by 0.16%. Note that convergence
between important input pixels and important feature maps. This
time, unlike training time, describes the number of epochs
simple experiment can perhaps guide a more rigorous iterative
required to reach the final accuracy; training with PyTorchFI
algorithm: perturbing a network at different feature maps and
does not affect convergence time either.
observing the effect on the heatmap along with the Top-1 network
After training, we performed error injections on a separate classification to extract which regions of the input pixels are
test set to compare the resiliency of both networks. We measured picked up during inference to arrive at the correct classification
the number of Top1-misclassifications due to perturbations, and of the image. This is an interesting future research direction.
found that the number of misclassifications are reduced for the
V. C ONCLUSION
ResNet18 model trained with PyTorchFI.
While these encouraging results show that some robustness
We present PyTorchFI, an open-source runtime perturbation
can be introduced with no practical change in training time tool for DNNs implemented for the PyTorch deep learning
and model accuracy, selecting a different error model and the framework. PyTorchFI is an easy-to-use, extensible, fast, and
frequency with which we injection errors during the forward versatile tool for performing perturbations in neurons and weights
pass (during training) may likely provide different robustness, of DNNs during execution. This paper describes the technical
accuracy, and training time trade-offs. Studying this trade-off underpinnings of the tool, and demonstrates five different use
space is an interesting future research direction.
cases enabled by PyTorchFI across multiple domains.
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